We present experimental and theoretical results on the high-quality single-layer MoS 2 which reveal the fine structure of charged excitons, i.e., trions. In the emission spectra we resolve and identify two trion peaks, T 1 and T 2 , resembling the pair of singlet and triplet trion peaks (T S and T T ) in tungsten-based materials. However, in polarization-dependent photoluminescence measurements we identify these peaks as novel intra-and inter-valley singlet trions, constituting the trion fine structure distinct from that already known in bright and dark 2D materials with large conduction-band splitting induced by the spin-orbit coupling. We show that the trion energy splitting in MoS 2 is a sensitive probe of inter-and intra-valley carrier interaction. With additional support from theory we claim that the existence of these singlet trions combined with an anomalous excitonic g-factor and the characteristic temperature dependence of the emission spectra together suggest that monolayer MoS 2 has a dark excitonic ground state, despite having "bright" single-particle arrangement of spin-polarized conduction bands.
Introduction
Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have attracted considerable scientific interest due to their unique physical properties [1, 2, 3] , such as direct optical bandgaps located at K ± valleys of two dimensional (2D) hexagonal Brillouin zone [4] and coupling of spin and valley degrees of freedom [5] . Their 2D nature and reduced dielectric screening enable formation of excitons with binding energies of few hundreds of meV [6] , orders of magnitude larger than those in typical quasi-2D quantum wells [7, 8] . In addition to neutral excitons, in the presence of excess carriers, also trions can be formed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] with binding energies (E b ) of tens of meV, resulting in their stability even at room temperatures [15, 16, 17] . Consequently, the monolayer TMDs constitute a novel platform to optically probe many-body effects in the presence of strong Coulomb interactions [11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] , particularly when Fermi level in conduction band for n-doped samples is lower or of the same order as the trion binding energy [23, 24, 25] .
Monolayer MoS 2 is probably the best-known member of semiconducting TMDs [26] , due to its natural abundance in almost chemically pure mineral molybdenite [27] . Compared to other materials from the MX 2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te) family, MoS 2 is unique in that the spin splitting of the conduction band is small, ∼ 3 meV [28] , in comparison to typical Fermi energies in n-type exfoliated TMDs monolayers (ML) transferred onto standard SiO 2 /Si substrate [3, 29] . Until recently, the optical quality of monolayer MoS 2 was inferior in quality to the related materials, such as MoSe 2 , WS 2 , and WSe 2 . This allowed to observe in photoluminescence only broad peaks, dominated by trions [15] . However, progress was made by encapsulation of a MoS 2 monolayer with hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) layers, resulting in observation of narrow neutral exciton lines, with bandwidth approaching 2 meV at low temperatures (4 K) [30] . The high-quality MoS 2 /hBN van der Waals heterostructures hence enabled the observation of subtle optical and spin-valley properties of monolayer MoS 2 [30, 31, 25] .
Recent works reported splitting of trion in the presence of carriers in gated nanostructures [25] , similar to other "dark" TMDs [32] . Within a trion model, interand intra-valley singlet and triplet trion nature of these split lines was suggested [23] , with splitting energy ∼ 5 meV. Contrary to those calculations, triplet trion in MoS 2 was shown to be unbound in reference [33] , predicting intra-/inter-valley singlet-singlet splitting ∼ 4 meV. Interestingly, small values of an effective exciton g-factor in hBN encapsulated MoS 2 monolayers, g = −1.7 in magneto-photoluminescence experiments [30] and g = −3.0 in magneto-transmission measurements [31] have also been observed. Furthermore, the detailed magneto-transmission experiments have revealed that reduced mass of exciton in monolayer MoS 2 is heavier than predicted by density functional theories [28, 34] , suggesting large electron mass consistent with recent values determined from transport studies of n-type MoS 2 monolayers [35] . Complicated interplay of band structure [28, 36] , electron-electron interactions [11, 24, 37, 38] , enhanced spin-splitting [39] , dynamical effects [40] and inter-/ intra-valley phonon [41] and plasmon [20] contributions makes MoS 2 one of the most challenging systems to understand. 
PL and RC measurements of MX 2
As a first step toward this understanding we present results of photoluminescence (PL) and reflectance contrast (RC) measurements of Mo-and W-based monolayer TMDs. Figure 1 (a-d) compares low temperature (7 K) PL and RC spectra of molybdenum and tungsten based TMDs monolayers deposited on hBN/SiO 2 /Si substrate. The PL spectra are excited non-resonantly at energy of 2.33 eV. For all monolayers, the optical transitions are associated with the nearly free states of the neutral exciton (X) [16] and different types of trions (T 1 , T 2 , T S , T T ) [42, 43] . In all spectra the energies are measured from exciton energy. In figure 1(a) we show PL and RC spectra for MoS 2 while figure 1(b) shows the same spectra for MoSe 2 . Interestingly, in the PL spectrum of MoS 2 we see an exciton peak and two, T 1 and T 2 , peaks at lower energy. As seen in figure 1 (a) the energy separation between these optical transitions is ∆ ≈ 10 meV. We attribute them tentatively to recombination from trion states. The MoS 2 spectra are to be contrasted with an exciton and a single trion T 1 line in the spectra of MoSe 2 , shown in figure 1(b). However, the doublet structure of the trion emission line positioned below the neutral exciton in MoS 2 is similar to trion emission spectra in tungsten based monolayers, shown in figure 1(c-d). In the PL and RC spectra of WS 2 (figure 1(c)) and WSe 2 ( figure 1(d) ), the T S and T T optical transitions are identified at low doping level (E F << E B ). The energy difference between T S and T T is equal to ∼ 6 meV, and is in good agreement with the recently reported values [43] . As seen in figures 1(c) and 1(d), the T T emission line in the PL spectra of WSe 2 is relatively more prominent than the corresponding optical transition observed in the PL spectra of WS 2 . This feature likely depends on the different two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) concentration in studied monolayers, which in sulfides is typically two orders of magnitude higher than in selenides [29, 44] . In contrast, in the PL and RC spectra of MoSe 2 (figure 1b) the double trion structure is not detected, with only single line T 1 visible. 
Theoretical considerations
Our interpretation of two emission lines resolved in the spectra of MoS 2 , shown in figure 1(a), as originating from two trion states, T 1 and T 2 , is summarized in figures 2(ab). Figure 2 (a) shows schematically an electronic configuration for inter-valley singlet trion T 2 , with one spin up electron in valley +K, second electron with spin down and a spin down missing valence band electron (valence hole) in valley −K. The left column, single particle states in valley +K, correspond to positive spin-orbit splitting of the conduction band spin states and optically active single particle transitions. The right column shows electron configurations including electron-electron interactions. It is important to observe that in this picture the energy of the spin down −K valley electron is above the spin up empty electron state, there is an inversion of the order of electron states and the lowest energy state is dark. We now explain [45] this bright-dark ground excitonic state inversion shown in figure 2(a). The first mechanism is related to different masses of spin up and down electrons in the conduction band. The higher energy spin up conduction band in the −K valley is heavier, hence the higher electron mass combined with electron-hole attraction results in more strongly bound dark state, pushing the electron-hole bright configuration up in energy. The second contribution adding to the blue shift of the energy of the bright configuration is the repulsive electronhole exchange interaction. The two effects combine, resulting in splitting of bright-dark 1s excitons up to 9 meV. Figure 2 (b) shows the configuration of intra-valley trion where two electrons in the CB are in the same −K valley and hence necessarily in the singlet state. Hence both trions T 1 and T 2 are bright singlet trions and the lowest energy trion is also dark.
The unusual arrangement of trion states in material with positive and small spinorbit induced splitting of the conduction band is to be contrasted with trion states in materials with negative and large spin-orbit induced splitting of the conduction band such as WS 2 and WSe 2 , shown in figure 2(c,d). Note that in figure 2(c,d) the single particle arrangement of levels (left panel, valley +K) is opposite to level arrangement in figure 1(a,b ). There is no inversion of electronic levels for electron in the presence of valence hole in valley −K. Hence the T T trion is a triplet and the lowest energy intervalley trion is dark. The T S trion is a singlet trion, as T 1 in MoS 2 . The observation of the doublet structure of bright higher energy trions (T S , T T ) in WSe 2 and WS 2 monolayers results from the fact that in tungsten based monolayers the optically active exciton (X) is associated with the top spin-split valence band (VB) sub-band and the upper spin-split conduction band (CB) sub-band. Hence, for low two-dimensional electron gas concentration, as the electron Fermi level is positioned between spin-split conduction bands, the triplet trion (figure 2(c)) comprises two electrons from different valleys [46] , whereas singlet trion must involve two electrons from the same valley ( figure 2(d) ). Additionally, in the simplest case of only one charged complex, the T 1 trion in MoSe 2 ( figure 1(b) ) is formed from the optically active exciton (X) associated with the top spin-split valence band (VB) subband and the lower spin-split conduction band (CB) subband, see figure 2(e). Accordingly, for the low 2DEG concentration and Fermi level positioned close to the lower spin split conduction band, the singlet trion should involve two electrons from the different valley forming the inter-valley spin singlet trion (T S ) with two electrons located in the lower conduction bands.
Hence attribution of T 2 (figure 2(a)) and T 1 (figure 2(b) ) emission features in MoS 2 to the inter-valley and intra-valley bright singlet trions instead of singlet-triplet trions is related to the relatively smaller, compared with WS 2 or WSe 2 monolayers, spin-splitting and Fermi level in the conduction band. We note that inter-valley triplet trion in such band arrangement is not only less probable due to Fermi level position, but was also predicted to be unbound due to exchange interaction [33] . 
Polarization-resolved PL excitation of trions in monolayer MoS 2
To firmly establish the singlet nature of the T 1 and T 2 transitions observed in the PL spectra of monolayer MoS 2 , we perform polarization-resolved and excitation energydependant PL measurements at T = 7 K. Figure 3 shows the examples of polarizationresolved PL spectra excited strictly-resonantly at the neutral exciton energy of 1.9514 eV ( figure 3(a) ) and near-resonantly at the energy of 1.9730 eV ( figure 3(b) ). We observe also the Raman features, which shift as function of the excitation energy and are attributed to the first-and second-order scattering processes, such as A 1 , E modes and b, 2LA (M ) or LA (M ) bands, respectively [47, 48] . The presence of the LA(M ) band in the Raman scattering spectrum is likely due to defects or disorder in the sample which localizes phonons [47] . Next we analyze the optical orientation of trions, i.e. the helicity of the outgoing light with respect to the helicity of the excitation light. Based on the fitting of trion contributions to the PL spectrum excited at neutral exciton energy X ( figure 3(a) ) with a combination of two Lorenz curves, we determine the degree of helicity preservation of the emitted light with respect to exciting light defined as P = (I σ + σ + − I σ + σ − )/(I σ + σ + + I σ + σ − ) for each trion component, where σ + σ + and σ + σ − indicate the co-circular and cross-circular configurations, respectively. The T 1 line displays the P T 1 value of almost 66%, while the T 2 line has a slightly higher P T 2 , of about 72%. For the excitation energy equal to 1.9730 eV (slightly higher than the energy of X) we obtain P values of 44%, 46% and 49% for T 1 , T 2 and X, respectively ( figure  3(b) ). In monolayer TMDs, the large exciton valley polarization obtained in the steadystate PL experiments results from the competition between the valley depolarization time (∼ 1 ps) and the ultra-fast exciton population relaxation time (∼ 100 -200 fs) [49, 50] . However, the trions exhibit an extended population relaxation time of tens of picoseconds. It has been established in recent work [51] , that the most efficient scattering mechanism responsible for the trion valley depolarization in WSe 2 is due to scattering of an electron-hole pair between valleys. This process is mediated by the electronhole exchange interaction towards an energetically favorable trion state. In contrast to tungsten based TMDs, where the preservation of helicity of the excitation light in the emission spectrum of T S and T T trions is significantly different, e.g. about 16% and 50% in steady-state PL measurements of monolayer WS 2 [43] , in monolayer MoS 2 both values are comparable, supporting interpretation of both trion lines as originating from trion singlets. 
Trion in MoS 2 in magnetic field
To further emphasize different character of T 1 and T 2 lines in MoS 2 compared to WX 2 , let us discuss magneto-optical response observed in the PL spectra measured at T = 5 K. Using non-resonant (2.331 eV) and linearly polarized laser excitation we find that at zero magnetic field the trion lines are equally strong for both σ + and σ − polarization detections, and hence they are not well resolved ( figure 4(a) ). However, upon applying the external magnetic field to 10 T, the T 1 and T 2 lines shift spectrally away from one another, which is emphasized in figure 4(b) . This energy shift is consistent with the valley Zeeman effect. As seen in figure 4(b) , the T 1 resonance is much more prominent for σ + configuration in B = 10 T (correspondingly σ − in B = −10 T). Even though trion features are broad and hence difficult to analyze, we fit the trion fine structure at B = +10 T using Lorentz functions, as shown on figure 4(b). For this purpose, we take into account two assumptions: (1) at B = 10 T the T 1 and T 2 lines are separated by at least 12 − 13 meV, which is consistent with the energy difference of ∆ = 10 meV at zero magnetic field, (2) the linewidths of T 1 and T 2 are 20 meV and for both σ + and σ − polarizations remain the same. From the extracted Zeeman splitting (E σ + − E σ − ) of T 1 and T 2 transitions equal to 2.8 meV and 2.1 meV, respectively, we calculate effective g-factors of g 1 = −4.8 and g 2 = −3.6, accordingly. We can therefore attribute T 1 and T 2 emission lines to the inter-valley and intra-valley bright singlet trions, respectively, due to nearly similar g-factors, which should be much different if T 1 , T 2 were singlet-triplet, as discussed in reference [32] .
Trion splitting as a measure of correlations
Having established singlet nature of T 1 and T 2 trions, we comment on processes determining their energy splitting. The difference of total energy of T 1 and T 2 configurations E T 1 − E T 2 = ∆ SOC + V * , can be written as a sum of conduction band spin splitting ∆ SOC and electron-electron interactions, V * . V * reflects subtle imbalance between electron-hole and electron-electron interactions inside and between valleys.
Simple analysis leads to expression
where e 1,2 (h 1 ) describe electrons (hole) forming trion (see figure 2(a) ) and V D is the total direct interaction energy between particles. We see that V * is the sum of two contributions, a difference between the electron-electron repulsion and electronhole attraction in the same valley and between valleys. Interestingly, similar analysis of singlet-triplet trion splitting in tungsten-based materials leads to E T S − E T T = V X (e 1 , +K; e 2 , −K) + V * , suggesting energy of singlet-singlet splitting is a new measure for electronic correlations in 2D crystals with small spin-orbit splitting in conduction bands.
7. Zeeman g-factor and temperature dependencies supporting dark X ground state
In figure 4(c) we extracted Zeeman splitting ∆ Z of the neutral exciton X, defined as the shift between the σ + and σ − polarized components of the PL ∆
This quantity depends linearly on the magnetic field and our measurement suggest exciton g-factor of g X = −1.39±0.01. Furthermore, we probed temperature dependence of a exciton effective g-factor in the reference high quality hBN-encapsulated MoS 2 sample, which emission spectra were dominated only by a sharp X line. Figure 5 (a) compares typical PL spectra of hBN-encapsulated monolayer MoS 2 measured at different temperatures (5 K, 20 K, 40 K, 60 K) and magnetic field of B = 10 T. The exciton Zeeman splitting at four different temperatures is shown in figure 5 (b). As seen in figure  5 (c), the absolute value of the exciton g-factor increases from 1.15 to 1.74 for increasing temperature from 5 K to 60 K. This increase of exciton g-factor by about 34% is related to the temperature broadening of the X emission line (see figure 5(a) ). However, it also can result from different thermal distributions of electrons in spin split sub-bands. Our results are consistent with previously reported studies of high quality hBN-encapsulated MoS 2 monolayers with very narrow exciton linewidths (2-4 meV), showing exciton gfactor of g X = −1.7 [30] . It is worth noting that the Zeeman splitting, and hence g-factors, appear to depend on the overall optical quality of the sample (doping level), which in turn can be reflected by the linewidth of the PL or RC transitions. However, in comparison to other monolayer TMDs [31, 52] , the small exciton Zeeman splitting in monolayer MoS 2 may arise from the interaction with close, spin-and valley-forbidden, dark excitons.
Temperature dependence of PL spectra in monolayer MoS 2
To establish arrangement of those excitonic bright and dark states, we analyze the temperature evolution of PL spectra for two MoS 2 flakes exhibiting different doping level. Different 2DEG concentration in the studied samples was estimated qualitatively on the basis of a shape of the PL spectra, i.e. the presence of the trion emission. decreases 50 times at temperatures from 7 K to 240 K, whereas the average PL intensity of trions T (orange stars) shows an initial and subtle increase up to 60 K and a further decrease at high temperatures. This is in contrast to recent report [53] , where emission intensity of trion decreases with rising temperature. It is likely due to different 2DEG concentration in the studied sample, also revealed by prominent trion emission which exceeds that of neutral exciton [53] . However, it is worth to note that the total PL intensity in our MoS 2 /hBN structure decreases only 4 times. In the hBN-encapsulated sample, for which we observe only X line reflecting the total PL intensity, it decreases 6 times in temperature range from 7 K to 300 K. Even though, e.g., the total PL intensity of X line decreases (4 and 6 times for MoS 2 /hBN and hBN/MoS 2 /hBN structures, respectively) with increasing temperature, suggesting bright excitonic ground state [54] , we conclude that general trend is more consistent with similar measurements in tungsten based materials [16] , again supporting our interpretation that MoS 2 has excitonic dark ground state despite "bright" conduction bands arrangement.
Conclusions
In summary, we present experimental and theoretical results on the high-quality singlelayer MoS 2 which reveal the fine structure of charged excitons, i.e., trions. In the emission spectra we resolve and identify two trion peaks, T 1 and T 2 , resembling the pair of singlet and triplet trion peaks (T S and T T ) in tungsten-based materials. In polarization-dependent photoluminescence measurements we identify these peaks as novel intra-and inter-valley singlet trions, constituting the trion fine structure distinct from that already known in bright and dark 2D materials with large conduction-band splitting induced by the spin-orbit coupling. With additional support from theory we claim that the existence of these singlet trions combined with an anomalous excitonic g-factor and the characteristic temperature dependence of the emission spectra together suggest that monolayer MoS 2 has a dark excitonic ground state, despite having "bright" single-particle arrangement of spin-polarized conduction bands.
